
How much like us did our human ancestors and ancient people look? That’s a question artists and scientists like Caroline 
Erolin and Dr Christopher Rynn from the University of Dundee, Scotland are trying to get answers to. Caroline and 
Christopher specialize in anatomical 3D visualization and can reconstruct the appearance of a deceased human based 
on their skull bones.

Caroline and Christopher’s work is not limited to archaeological facial reconstruction alone. They actually run MSc’s 
in Medical Art and Forensic Art and Facial Identification at the University’s Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification 
(CAHID). They work with policy-makers and are actively involved in medical and forensic casework and facial identification, 
providing evidence to the UK criminal justice system.

The Centre recently purchased an Artec Eva 3D scanner together with an educational package, as part of the Centre’s move 
to upgrade its current methods of imaging.

“So far the scanner has been a great hit with the students, who amongst other things are learning forensic facial reconstruction 
techniques to aid in the recognition of unidentified human remains,” says Caroline Erolin.

A recent addition to the forensic reconstruction toolkit 
at the University of Dundee, Artec’s Eva and Space Spider 
3D scanners help scientists advance their research.
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“So far the scanner has been a great hit with the students, who amongst other things are learning forensic facial reconstruction 
techniques to aid in the recognition of unidentified human remains,” says Caroline Erolin.

The reconstruction process involves rebuilding the facial anatomy upon 
the skull. This can either be done in clay upon the cast or digitally 
modelled onto a scan in the computer. Caroline says that there are 
a number of advantages to working on a scan: it doesn’t damage 
the actual skull and once digitized, the layers of the reconstruction can be 
viewed and modelled independently. Once completed, the final facial 
reconstruction can be compared to the face of the living individual.

One piece of coursework involves reconstructing the facial muscles in wax 
to create a detailed and lifelike anatomical model. This piece helps teach 
the students both facial anatomy and sculptural skills in advance 
of working on the reconstructions described above. A number of students 
have used Artec Eva to scan their models and create digital versions 
that can be shared and interacted with online.

Another project CAHID’s staff are involved with is digitizing the D’Arcy 
Thompson Zoology collection. The University’s Zoology Museum houses 
many fascinating specimens from around the world. The collection can be 
browsed online.

The hope is to make the collection more accessible to everyone, including 
the general public and local population as well as staff and students. 
Once scanned the intention is to create a virtual online museum where 
3D models of specimens can be viewed and interacted with. Some will 
also be 3D printed so they can be handled at open days and taken to 
schools.

“Skulls can be tricky objects to scan as they contain so many intricate details 
and concavities,” Caroline adds. “However Eva seems to be able to capture 
most of these details well. It helps that the scanner is so portable, as it can be 
taken into the museum for scanning on site with the aid of the Artec battery 
pack and our laptop. The texture capture of Eva is excellent and exports well 
for use in other 3D so�ware such as ZBrush.”

Following up on their successful experience with Artec Eva CAHID have 
purchased an Artec Space Spider to enable the capture of smaller 
and more detailed specimens.

“It will also allow us to teach our students a wider range of 3D scanning 
techniques from large specimens such as elephant skulls down 
to the smallest juvenile osteology samples,” Caroline says. “Previously we 
used more basic laser scanners that did not capture the same levels of detail 
or any color texture, which was a limiting factor for us. 3D scanning has 
never been more affordable and easy to perform than it is now.”

CAHID’s plans include digitizing its extensive skeletal collections, including 
the Scheuer Collection of juvenile osteology. The Scheuer Collection 
is believed to be the only active repository for juvenile skeletal remains 
held anywhere in the world. It consists of the remains of over 100 sub-adult 
individuals, collected from archaeological and historical anatomical sources. 
Many of these specimens are very fragile and handling them is highly 
restricted. By digitizing the collection they will become accessible 
to students online visually and also as 3D printed specimens for use in class.

Scan of MSc Forensic Art student coursework 
(depicting a yawn) in Artec Studio

Showing a group of students how easy it is to use 
the Artec solution

A scan made using Artec Eva, of an adult skull 
having undergone cranial binding from CAHID’s 
skeletal collection
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